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Abstract
Influence of cooperative interactions on IR stretching vibration frequencies of complexes CCl3H  ROH  B (B-base),
CCl3H  ROH  O(C2H5)2 and CCl3H  ROH  ROH in proton donor solvent CCl3H were studied.
Solvent effects on OH stretching vibration frequencies of CF3CH2OH  B, ROH  O(C2H5)2 and ROH  ROH complexes in aprotic solvents
were calculated using earlier proposed method. Cooperativity factors in CCl3H  CF3CH2OH  B complexes were determined. Obtained values
were significant smaller than for CCl3H  CH3OH  B complexes. Also cooperativity factors for CCl3H  ROH  O(C2H5)2 and
CCl3H  ROH  ROH complexes were determined. It was demonstrated that obtained values slightly depend on length and embranchment
of alkyl group in alcohol molecules. The main role in cooperative interactions plays electronic effect.
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1. Introduction
Hydrogen bonding (HB) plays a great role in different
regions of chemistry [1]. One of the particular properties of HB
is cooperativity. Concept of cooperativity between HB implies
that the primary H-bond formed between proton donor X–H
and proton acceptor B, X–H  B, becomes stronger when a
third partner, Y–H, forms another hydrogen bonding with a
lone pair of atom X (Y–H  X–H  B) [2–6].
Hydrogen bonding cooperativity is investigated by IR- and
NMR-spectroscopy methods in solution [7–16], in solid state
[17], including argon matrix [18–21]. The cooperativity
phenomenon is being extensively studied with an accent on
theoretical investigations [22–44].
The works on quantitative investigation of cooperative
hydrogen bonds were made by Kleeberg and coworkers using
IR spectroscopy method [12–15]. Authors have evaluated
cooperativity factors Ab and AOx for complexes:
For these systems nOx and nb frequencies were obtained in
proton acceptor environment or inert solvent. Cooperativity
factors are defined as slopes of linear correlation between
experimental frequencies nOx and nb and the frequency of O–H
band in ROH  B complexes, respectively. Later it was shown
that method of determination of cooperativity factors proposed
by Kleeberg and coworkers [12–15] have some imprecision’s.
Recently, in Ref. [45] a new method for determining
cooperativity factors in complexes ROH  ROH  B were
proposed. It was found that H-bonds in these complexes are
strengthened. Cooperativity factor AOx for ROH  ROH  B
system increases and cooperativity factor Ab decreases
with increasing the acceptor strength of B. The obtained
results are in good agreement with the data obtained
previously from matrix-isolation FT-IR spectroscopy in solid
argon [18].
Influence of cooperative interactions on stretching vibration
frequencies of complexes Y–H  X–H  B or Y–H  X–
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